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Readers here know that I am all about solar flares and CME Events (Coronal Mass Ejection) as 

they affect us psychologically and perhaps spiritually. I monitor for intense solar activity daily 

and compare what I sense happening to me internally with the various intense solar phenomena 

charted by astrophysicists on the government sites. I often report here what is happening. 

 

However, it is clear to me that I sense deep inner changes at times when there is no registered 

solar activity. I have had no way to explain this to myself, but now there is a fascinating clue. 

 

Solar particles constantly flow toward Earth via the solar wind from the sun and this wind is so 

strong that it pulls with it the sun's magnetic field all the way to Earth, where that field penetrates 

our magnetosphere by following magnetic field lines that can be traced all the way from Earth 

back to the sun's atmosphere. This has been known for years and it was assumed that the 

particles in the solar wind followed these lines down into earth every time the solar wind was 

strong. 

 

There is new confirmed research emerging showing a more direct connection between the sun 

and earth, what are called magnetic portals, and they are amazingly similar to the "wormholes" 

in quantum physics where distant points in space are connected superluminally (beyond the 

speed of light) and connect distant points in the space-time continuum (universe) theoretically 

allowing time travel similar to the time-travel portals portrayed in science-fiction movies like 

StarGate. Science fiction has a way of eventually becoming reality. 

 

Scientists now have proved that instead of some kind of permanent and steady link between the 

sun and Earth, these portal connections, which are relatively brief, tend to come in short bursts, 

and are very dynamic. The sun's magnetic field presses against Earth's magnetic field and there 

is resistance. Around every eight minutes (the time it takes for light to travel from the sun to 

Earth) that resistance is overcome as these two fields connect and form a portal through which 

solar particles intensely flow. 

 

These portals are tubes of magnetic energy about as wide as Earth and they form above Earth's 

equator and either roll over the south pole of Earth in winter (December), or the north pole of 

Earth in summer (July) 

 

Scientists claim that solar particles flow through these portals, and I quote, "as if there was no 

space between Earth's magnetic field and the sun's," even though the sun is some 93 million 

miles away! These portals between the Sun and Earth open and close many, many times a day. 
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Keep in mind that the phenomenon of "magnetic reconnection," where two powerful currents 

touch and come together explosively, is what causes solar flares on the surface of the sun. This 

same kind magnetic reconnection also takes place in the magnetosphere that surrounds Earth. 

 

The constant flow of the solar wind pulls and stretches the Earth's magnetic field and this 

stretching stores energy in Earth's magneto-tail which stretches behind earth some 620,000 

miles in a direction opposite the sun. Many times a day these two magnetic fields briefly touch 

one another instantly creating a magnetic portal that discharges powerfully the stored energy in 

what is called a "magnetic reconnection." The effect of this violent discharge includes two 

plasma bullets, one of which crashes into Earth causing radio storms and vast aurora displays 

and a second (and opposite bullet) that harmlessly is directed out into space. The plasma bullet 

can be half the size of Earth! We don't know how this affects us psychologically or spiritually. 

 

Scientists speculate that wormholes (like these geomagnetic portals) are unstable, appearing 

and disappearing almost randomly. They point out that if we could go into a wormhole, it would 

close before we could cross through it and go on to say that there is something called the 

Casimir Force that is negative energy, energy that is somehow less than nothing and that if you 

"thread these wormholes with negative energy, it props them open… then you can use these 

things as time tunnels." 

 

These magnetic reconnections create what is called an FTE, a Flux Transfer Event that 

manifests at what scientists call an "X-Point" or electron diffusion region creating an 

uninterrupted connected path between Earth and the Sun. They just link up and flow; often X-

points happen at night, behind the earth. 

 

"The particles flow through these portals as if there was no space between our earth's magnetic 

field and the sun's, and this interchange can have dramatic effects." 

 

As a geomagnetic field line approaches, it latches onto earth's poles and wraps around the 

planet like an octopus using a tentacle to snare its prey. The latching, known as magnetic 

reconnection, tears huge cracks in the magnetosphere and allows solar plasma to leak in. Here 

is a description by space physicist Wenhui Li of the University of New Hampshire of once such 

event: 

 

"The opening was huge—four times wider than Earth itself," "10-to-the-27th particles per second 

were flowing into the magnetosphere—that's a 1 followed by 27 zeros. This kind of influx is an 

order of magnitude greater than what we thought was possible." 

 

"The event began with little warning when a gentle gust of solar wind delivered a bundle of 

magnetic fields from the Sun to Earth. Like an octopus wrapping its tentacles around a big clam, 

solar magnetic fields draped themselves around the magnetosphere and cracked it open." 

 

"The cracking was accomplished by means of a process called "magnetic reconnection." High 

above Earth's poles, solar and terrestrial magnetic fields linked up (reconnected) to form 



conduits for solar wind. Conduits over the Arctic and Antarctic quickly expanded; within minutes 

they overlapped over Earth's equator to create the biggest magnetic breach ever recorded by 

Earth-orbiting spacecraft." 

 

All of this is beyond my imagination and yet it is true. I through some of you might like to know 

about it. 
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